Abstract. Let k be a field and let F ⊂ k[x 1 , . . . , xn] be a finite set of monomials whose exponents lie on a positive hyperplane. We give necessary conditions for the normality of both the Rees algebra R [Ft] and the subring k [F]. If the monomials in F have the same degree, one of the consequences is a criterion for the k-rational map F :
A group theoretical constraint for normal Rees algebras
where the α i 's are regarded as column vectors; A(F) is sometimes called the logmatrix of F. Note that, given a simple graph, the log-matrix of the squarefree degree two monomials corresponding to its edges is precisely the incidence matrix of the graph. Assume that the exponents of the monomials belonging to F lie on a positive hyperplane, that is to say, there exists a vector x 0 ∈ Z n with positive entries such that
. . , m),
for some d ≥ 2, where x 0 , α i is the standard inner product of x 0 and α i .
As an extra bit of notation, if C is an r × m integral matrix, we denote by ZC the subgroup of Z r generated by the columns of C, while ∆ s (C) will denote the greatest common divisor of all the nonzero s × s minors of C.
Closely associated to F is the Rees algebra R[Ft] ⊂ R[t]
, where t is a new variable independent of the x. It is well-known that the domain R[Ft] is normal if and only if the ideal (F) ⊂ R is normal.
The following result seems to have gone unnoticed. It provides an obstruction for the normality of (F) ⊂ R. Proposition 1.1. As above, let F stand for a finite set of monomials and let x 0 ∈ Z n be given with positive entries satisfying
Proof. For an abelian group (M, +) its torsion subgroup will be denoted by T (M ). It is not hard to see that there is an exact sequence of finite groups
where the maps ϕ and ψ are given by
Since R[Ft] is normal, one has ∆ r (A (F)) = 1 (cf. [2] ), where r is the rank of A (F). Since ∆ r (A (F)) is the order of T (Z n+1 /ZA (F)), part (a) follows using the exact sequence ( * ). To prove (b), note that Z n /ZA(F) is a torsion group and the ith unit vector e i maps into the element 1 under the map ψ. Hence ψ is onto, and ψ is the required isomorphism.
Recall that an extension A ⊂ B of integral domains is said to be birational if A and B have the same field of fractions. Let
be two sets of monomials of R such that F ⊂ G. Note that in this situation, the ring extension is birational if and only every monomial of G can be written as a fraction whose members are suitable power products of the monomials of F.
Taking log, it readily follows that k[F] ⊂ k[G] is a birational extension if and only if ZA(F) = ZA(G).
In the sequel let
The following simple criterion for a monomial ring extension to be birational will be used in Section 2. It seems to be floating around, but we could not find an explicit reference for it in the present formulation.
birational extension if and only if
Proof. Assume the given extension is birational. Then ZA(x d ) = ZA(F) by the above remark. By Proposition 1.1 (b), or by direct observation,
is an isomorphism. Since log(x d ) maps to zero under this map, one obtains ZA(F) = ZA(x d ), as required.
Birationality criterion for monomial rational maps
Quite generally, any set F of m forms of the same degree in which is an inverse of F . Classical literature would refer to this situation by saying that F is a rational representation of the projective space P 
Normality of the Rees algebra versus birationality
Here we present some applications. We keep the notation introduced in the previous sections. Proof. For the notion of an H-configuration, and the related notion of a bow tie configuration, we refer to [9, Chapter 8, p . 314] and [7] . Since rank(A(F G )) = n for a non-bipartite graph, the result follows immediately from Corollary 3.1 by using [7, Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 2.8] which together assert that the edge ideal (F G ) is normal if and only if the graph G admits no H-configurations.
The present method gives a fresh view of a conjecture of [5, Conjecture 2.8], which we now prove to be true.
Corollary 3.3. If G is not a tree, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The ideal (F G ) is of linear type.
(ii) G has exactly one cycle and this cycle is odd.
Proof. As observed in [5] , only implication (ii) ⇒ (iii) was still unproved. But now Corollary 3.2 implies that F G defines a monomial rational representation of P n−1 k which, for m = n, means that the rational map is a Cremona transformation.
A necessary condition for normality
In this section the vector x 0 that makes k[F] a homogeneous subring is not required to have positive entries.
Let us denote by P the toric ideal of k [F] which is the kernel of the epimorphism
of k algebras, where S is a polynomial ring in the t i variables. A binomial t α − t β in S is said to have a square-free term if at least one of its two terms t α , t β is square-free. The following is a necessary condition for the normality of a homogeneous subring k [F] in terms of its toric ideal. We proceed by contradiction assuming g has no square free-term. After permuting the t i variables one can write From the equality f
Hence there exists a binomial h 1 in P of the form
where h 2 is a binomial in P with deg(h 2 ) < deg(g) or h 2 = 0. Writing
and using (4.1) we conclude
a contradiction because P is minimally generated by g 1 , . . . , g .
A full converse to Proposition 4.1 is not true even if the monomials have the same positive total degree, as the following simple example shows. Incidentally, the example gives a monomial rational representation of P 3 thus showing that the converse to Corollary 3.1 does not hold either. 
